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The post Yale game reception will be in the New Frick Atrium just west of the stadium Details
on our website or call Dave Brown – 215 493 6876.
Two items from South Carolina: (1) Dick Warden married Jamie Huyer more than a year ago.
They love the tropics and have visited Nicaragua and Belize while seeking a country for
a simpler and less expensive life. “I am fully retired and cranking up to engage in more
photography and writing when I get extra time ..” (2) I visited with Hardy Hall while Kim, aka
“Zelda” was out golfing. Hardy was formerly of Princeton, where, many may recall, he hosted
at his home two major reunion receptions. They are now in Sheldon, a land of “golf, fishing and
shooting”. They summer in Maine and may sometime return to the Princeton area to be closer
to children.
Ernie Reese phoned from Hawaii. He and Ilze live on the ocean in the Oahu countryside and
remain active in spite of Ernie’s eye problems and the nuisance effects of minor strokes. Both
feel they are in relatively good shape. They have children in the Bay Area whom they visit
regularly. Recently they joined Maria and Hank Donahoe (see photo) for a “mini-mini” in San
Francisco. Hank and Maria miss their former days in Montana but do visit family in Seattle,
have a condo in NYC, and recall an Ivy League (Princeton dominated) trip up the Rhine,
capped off by “tea” at London’s Dorchester (enough food for the entire day!

Fran:
A photo (jpg) is attached to the cover email message. Ernie Reese and Henry Donahoe.

Note that my address for the column heading has moved back to Kendal at Hanover, NH.

